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SUMMARY
The mass and heat transfer processes are, in the last period, important subjects in the
cooling and freezing industrial procedures domain. A study of the past years literature reveals
an increasing interest for controlling and freezing front propagation in cooling processes. The
main reason for this revise is due to the imperative energy preservation request. Using a set of
experimental data sets from vegetables cooling and freezing process, it was researched a
model to succeed in evaluating the temperature dynamics and the heat transfer magnitude. In
the first stage were considered identification system methods in order to find out the fitting
mathematical model. For restricted temperature domains, could be used these first order
models with good approximations. Basing on them, in the second level, is considered a
merged representation which could describe the temperature evolution for these systems. On
the third stage, it was derived a specific neural network model in order to succeed in
evaluating the temperature progress. In the last phase, using our previous results is made the
heat transfer coefficients’ evaluation and a comparison between the considered
representations in order to underline the differences and the outcomes.
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